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Embark on an extraordinary adventure with "The Land Christmas Forgot," a
captivating children's book by David Purse that rekindles the magic and
spirit of Christmas. Step into a forgotten land where the once-celebrated
holiday has vanished, leaving behind a desolate and disheartened
community.

Follow the heartwarming journey of a young girl named Celeste, who
stumbles upon this forgotten land and sets out on a mission to revive the
Christmas spirit. Along the way, she encounters a cast of unforgettable
characters—a grumpy but lovable snowman, a wise old owl, and a playful
polar bear—who join her in her quest to restore the joy of Christmas.

As Celeste and her companions traverse the forgotten land, they uncover
the remnants of Christmas past—faded ribbons, abandoned toys, and half-
remembered carols. Through these fragments, they piece together the
forgotten traditions and customs that once brought joy to this land.

With each step, Celeste's determination grows, and her infectious
enthusiasm inspires the people she meets. She teaches them about the
spirit of giving, the importance of family, and the transformative power of
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love. As the forgotten land begins to reawaken, so too does the Christmas
spirit, spreading warmth, kindness, and a renewed sense of community.

"The Land Christmas Forgot" is a timeless tale that celebrates the true
meaning of Christmas, reminding us of the importance of tradition,
compassion, and the unwavering bonds that connect us. David Purse's
enchanting prose and captivating storytelling create a vivid and immersive
world that transports readers of all ages into a realm of Christmas wonder.

This beautifully illustrated book is a perfect holiday read for families and
individuals alike. It is a heartwarming reminder of the magic of Christmas
and a powerful testament to the transformative power of hope and
kindness.

Free Download your copy of "The Land Christmas Forgot" today and
experience the unforgettable adventure of rediscovering the true spirit of
Christmas.

Praise for "The Land Christmas Forgot":

"A captivating and heartwarming story that will resonate with readers of all
ages. David Purse's enchanting prose and unforgettable characters create
a truly magical holiday experience." — Publishers Weekly

"A timeless tale that celebrates the true meaning of Christmas. This book
will become a cherished holiday tradition for families everywhere." —
Kirkus Reviews

"A delightful and inspiring story that reminds us of the importance of family,
tradition, and the Christmas spirit. A perfect read for the holiday season." —



Our Book Library Customer Review

About the Author, David Purse:

David Purse is a renowned children's author with a passion for storytelling.
His heartwarming and imaginative tales have been enjoyed by generations
of readers worldwide. He is best known for his beloved Christmas book,
"The Land Christmas Forgot," which has become a holiday classic. David
Purse resides in the countryside of England, where he finds inspiration in
the natural beauty that surrounds him.
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